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This beloved and market-leading Operations Management book has been completely updated in the
14th edition and provides a clear presentation of the field of Operations Management with current
real-world examples and thoughtful student pedagogy. The comprehensive breadth of content is
presented in more modular flexible chapters, so it may be used for different course levels ranging from
undergrad to executive education. That flexibility allows for the choice of more or less quantitative
material and flexibility in order of presentation since chapters do not depend on sequence. The topics
covered include both strategic issues and practical applications. Among the topics are forecasting,
product and service design, capacity planning, management of quality and quality control, inventory
management, scheduling, supply chain management, and project management. The use of an adaptive
online learning enhances the student experience and success.
SEE LIST OF CHANGES ATTACHED.

SupportAtEveryStep.com: Your place for above and beyond in-person and self-service support.

It All Starts with You
McGraw-Hill Connect® is a course management and adaptive
learning solution that enhances your unique voice and
teaching style. As your partner, we’re committed to helping
you achieve your course goals and unlock student potential.
That’s why we’ve made meaningful updates to this edition.
New In Connect:
SmartBook® 2.0 – Our adaptive reading experience has
been made more personal, accessible, productive, and
mobile.
Interactive Data Problems – Data problems that allow
students to visualize and interact with data in different
ways. Students use this tool to manipulate data and
answer a variety of accompanying problems that test
multiple levels of understanding.

Application-Based Activities

Application-Based Activities - Practice Operations –
A 3D, interactive, game-based simulation for students to
manage operations of a clothing manufacturing and
distribution company that provides real-world decision
making and operations management skills.
Additional Algorithmic Problem Bank – New!
An additional bank of auto-graded exercises that use
different numeric values each time a problem is served
up to the student. They provide students with a lot of
practice and may also be assigned to ensure that
students are answering their own work.
Operations Management in the News – A blog and
newsletter created by OM faculty for OM faculty,
containing up-to-date news articles and video, followed
by critical thinking questions for use in class providing
relevancy and student interest.
Operations Management Videos – Assignable concept
videos and on-location videos available in all OM titles.

Learning that Fits
mheducation.link/smartbook2

Additional Value When You Upgrade
• NEW! Free mobile access to SmartBook 2.0 assignments and the digital textbook with the
ReadAnywhere app.
• NEW! Remoting proctoring and browser-locking capabilities allowing for more control over the
integrity of online assessments.
•

NEW! Ability to create enhanced assignments personalized to each student’s needs.

• Accessibility and student data security enhancements.
• More advanced student and class reporting capabilities.
• 99.99% platform uptime
Visit mheducation.com/connect for details.

Chapter-by-Chapter Changes
Chapter 1
- New learning objective 1.10 on ethical decision making
- Revised section on systems perspective for decision making
- Updated coverage of tariffs and trade wars
- New reading on sustainability, “Sustainable Kisses”
- Revised operations tour of Wegmans Food Markets
- New Critical Thinking Exercise
Chapter 2
- Updated reading, “Amazon Ranks High in Customer Service”
- Updated Table 2.2
- Revised coverage of internal and external factors
- Added coverage of global strategy
- Deleted end-of-chapter case, “An American Tragedy: How a Good Company Died”
- New end-of-chapter case, “Girlfriend Collective”
Chapter 3
- Additional clarification to the steps in the forecasting process
- Moved section on “Forecast Accuracy” and renumbered sections
- New reading, “Lilacs”
- Revised coverage of forecasting techniques
Chapter 4
- New subsection on objectives of product and service design
- Updated reading on Vlasic’s big pickle slices
- Updated reading on McDonald’s global menu items
- New reading on recycling in China
Chapter 4 Supplement
- New reading on extended warranties
- New and revised problems
Chapter 5
- Updated reading on excess capacity
- Clarified explanation of present value
- Revised critical thinking exercises
Chapter 6
- Revised discussion of process selection
- Added information on collaborative robots, the Internet of things, and 3D printing
- New reading on drones
Chapter 7
- New reading on how UPS implemented efficient techniques
Chapter 8
- Revised discussions of the need for and nature of location decisions
- New reading on coffee shop locations and delivery
- Revised Solved Problems and solutions
- Revised end-of-chapter problems
Chapter 9
- Updated Table 9.1 with Deming’s 14 points to achieve quality in an organization
- New reading on fast food restaurants in China
- New reading on Hyundai’s focus on quality

Chapter 10
- New reading on falsified inspection reports
- Updated discussion of process capability
- Revised reading on RFID chips
- New and revised end-of-chapter problems
Chapter 11
- Revised coverage of choosing a strategy
- Revised Example 1 – Preparing an Aggregate Plan
- Revised end-of-chapter problems
Chapter 12
- Formerly Chapter 13: Inventory Management
- Revised discussion of functions of inventory
- Added discussion of bar coding, SKUs, and RFID tags
- New reading on reducing inventory loss
- New reading on drones and inventory
- Clarified discussion of fixed-order-interval model
- Revised Example 12 – Finding the Optimal Stocking Level and Stockout Risk
- Revised Example 13 – Finding the Optimal Stocking Level When Demand is Normally Distributed
- Revised Solved Problems and solutions
- Revised end-of-chapter problems
Chapter 13
- Formerly Ch 12: MRP and ERP
Chapter 14
- Revised reading on General Mills changeover time
- New reading on Japanese lean production techniques
Chapter 15
- New discussions of block chains, transparency, and delivery modes
- New reading on Walmart’s supply chain
- New reading on supply chain transparency
- Added coverage of GPS and logistics
- New reading on UPS policies
- New box on Happy Returns
Chapter 16
- Additional coverage of job flow time
Chapter 17
- New discussion of Project Management Institute’s Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK)
- New reading on artificial intelligence for project managers
- Revised section on project management software
- Revised end-of-chapter problems
Chapter 18
- New reading on waiting lines at supermarkets
- Updated Solved Problems and solutions
Chapter 19
- Revised end-of-chapter problems

Delivering Value, Outcomes, and Support

Affordability & Outcomes
• Flexibility! More choice. You decide.
• Multiple options at multiple price points!
• Content options: McGraw-Hill, custom, Open Learning Solutions.
• Format Options: Print, McGraw-Hill eBook, Courseware,
bundles.
• Delivery Options: Inclusive Access, rental, purchase.
• 950 Inclusive Access institutional partnerships in 2019.
Visit mheducation.link/realvalue for details.

Support At Every Step
Find all the resources you need for a successful semester in
one spot: supportateverystep.com.
Faculty support is critical to the success of implementing and
using digital courseware. That’s why we teamed up with
faculty to create a website dedicated to providing above-andbeyond support. From initial training to implementing new
tools to digging into the data, we’re here to help.
Let us know how we can partner with you at every step.

